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The 19th century was one that saw groundbreaking innovations, including a revolution in the making of hunting firearms. Breech loaders for metal cartridges, self-cocking hammer, as well as new bolt systems and locks were avant garde developments of this period in the history of gunsmithing. It was during this inspirational epoch that Ludwig Krieghoff began to make hunting firearms in Suhl, the heart of Germany’s hunting gun manufacturing industry. A passionate hunter, he had developed his own ideas about what features a hunting gun should have. The firearms factory Sempert & Krieghoff, which was founded in 1886, became the venue for transforming these concepts into reality.

The familiar German saying ‘der Lauf schiesst, aber der Schaft trifft’ – [you shoot with the barrel, you hit with the stock] – Ludwig Krieghoff’s inspiration was his motto, and it inspired the patented Krieghoff custom stock method.

The next generation, under the leadership of Heinrich Krieghoff, expanded the company on the banks of the Danube, and after a modest beginning, the factory once again began shipping ‘Waldschütz’ drillings.

To this day, Krieghoff’s creed is to use technical skill and a spirit of innovation to find the best practical solutions resulting in an enhanced hunting experience.

The 1900s:

- 1900: The patent is awarded for a safety catch for breech action guns.
- 1905: Krieghoff’s first adjustable insert barrel is patented.
- 1908: Krieghoff’s semi-automatic rifle with gas-operated loading mechanism and block action debuts.
- 1909: Krieghoff’s first adjustable insert barrel is patented.
- 1910: Patent for a pneumatic device to prevent ‘doubling’ on drillings with a single trigger.
- 1917: Krieghoff introduces lightweight Dural as a gunmaking material.
- 1918: The first over and under combination rifle/shotgun with manual cocking and de-cocking slide appears in the Krieghoff catalog.
- 1920: Krieghoff manufactures the first Inglis shotgun. The elegant shape and low receiver are extremely impressive.
- 1925: Krieghoff’s semi-automatic rifle with gas-operated loading mechanism and block action debuts.
- 1926: The first over and under combination rifle/shotgun with manual cocking and de-cocking slide appears in the Krieghoff catalog.
- 1930: Krieghoff manufactures the first Inglis shotgun. The elegant shape and low receiver are extremely impressive.
- 1932: Krieghoff’s semi-automatic rifle with gas-operated loading mechanism and block action debuts.
- 1936: The patent is awarded for a safety catch for breech action guns.
- 1940: Patent for a lock with manual cocking system and cocking slide.
- 1992: Krieghoff’s Combi-Cocking Device, Kickspanner and automatic hair trigger release are introduced and patented.
- 1996: The Universal Trigger System is patented.
- 1997: Adjustable muzzle with integrated wedge patented.
- 2007: Krieghoff’s patented SEMPRO in-line repeating system sets new benchmarks for repeating rifles.

To the present day, Krieghoff past is a prime example of this dialog with experienced hunters. Their reliable technology and outstanding quality made Krieghoff guns a steadfast addition to the outfit of large game hunters, globetrotters and adventurers. The experiences of this specialized clientele inspired the ongoing evolution of Krieghoff hunting guns. The ‘Classic Big Five’ big game rifle and the ‘Optima Big Five’ drilling are prime examples of this dialog with experienced hunters.
"State-of-the-art" inspired by the passion for perfection

Leading edge five-axis machining centers, 3-D CAD workstations, computer-integrated manufacturing, the engraver’s chisel under the lighted magnifier, the stockmaker’s palms polishing the stock with oil, the gunsmith’s tools applying the finishing touches to the receiver: a marriage of technical perfection and handmade quality. This is how hunting guns are perfected at Krieghoff. A marriage of technical perfection and handmade quality. Modern manufacturing systems are by far not the best way to optimize results.

Krieghoff always uses the best-suited technology to manufacture firearms and this potential can only be reached with highest skilled craftsmen.

Krieghoff therefore relies on thorough training in the art and science of gunsmithing. It is one of the few German companies with apprenticeships in the fields of classic gunsmithing and modern metalworking. What better way to take responsibility for the future and Germany as a business location?

The enthusiasm and commitment of Krieghoff employees is also the key driver of continuing development and innovation, whether it relates to manufacturing or the product itself. After all, about one-half of Krieghoff’s men and women are themselves actively engaged in hunting and sport shooting. Practical experience translates into a better product.

After milling, the tolerances of each receiver are inspected for accuracy. About 600 points are measured to check that tolerances are maintained within 0.02 to 0.1 mm.

The Optima drilling receiver was initially only a blank of metal. The gunsmith’s hand applies the finishing touches and creates the core of an exquisite hunting gun.

State-of-the-art measurement systems monitor quality during every step of the production process. This ensures a consistently high level of quality in all parts and components which make up the finished product.

Still, a Krieghoff’s life does not begin until each of its parts has been assembled into a perfect whole by the hands of a knowledgeable gunsmith. Modern, computer-supported automated manufacturing and manual craftsmanship go hand-in-hand at Krieghoff, which lends these hunting guns their unique character. The outstanding quality and inherent worth of every ‘Krieghoff’ is created by this unduplicated manufacturing philosophy.

We are delighted that so many hunters and sport shooters are inspired by this philosophy and share our passion for perfect guns.

At Krieghoff, design and manufacturing are tightly woven, making it possible to use tools and machinery effectively and manufacture extremely precise components. It is not by accident that Krieghoff has established a reputation as a supplier of milled parts, including among a number of other gunmakers.

State-of-the-art measurement systems monitor quality during every step of the production process. This ensures a consistently high level of quality in all parts and components which make up the finished product.

Still, a Krieghoff’s life does not begin until each of its parts has been assembled into a perfect whole by the hands of a knowledgeable gunsmith.

Modern, computer-supported automated manufacturing and manual craftsmanship go hand-in-hand at Krieghoff, which lends these hunting guns their unique character. The outstanding quality and inherent worth of every ‘Krieghoff’ is created by this unduplicated manufacturing philosophy.

We are delighted that so many hunters and sport shooters are inspired by this philosophy and share our passion for perfect guns.
Anyone who understands the practical aspects of hunting knows what to expect from the technical features of a hunting gun. Any hunting scenario demands full concentration. Being ready to fire immediately and maintaining utmost safety are mere fractions of a second apart. The gun’s handling must therefore be straightforward and intuitive – never distractive.

These requirements are absolutely vital and call for a sophisticated technical solution.

The Combi-Cocking Device and patented Universal Trigger System invented by Krieghoff’s gunsmiths and engineers offer the perfect answers to challenges in every hunting situation.

**Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device: Fast and Safe**

(Optima, Ultra, Classic, Krieghoff Hubertus, as well as bottom barrel of Trumpf and Neptun)

An uncocked gun is a safe gun. Every Krieghoff has a Combi-Cocking Device and can be carried safely with its hammers uncocked.

Just before firing the shot, the ergonomically designed cocking slide is pushed forward with a smooth and quiet motion.

The gun is now cocked and ready to shoot.

If the shot is not fired, the gun is uncocked again by simply pushing the cocking device completely forward and letting it slide back.

Pushing the cocking slide forward ...

If the cocking slide is left in the forward position, the gun is automatically re-cocked upon opening, the same as on a self-cocking firearm.

After the gun is reloaded and closed, it is ready to be fired immediately. The firearm is on safe (uncocked state) when the cocking slide is in the rearward position.

Krieghoff’s Combi-Cocking Device offers important advantages without compromising safety when fast shooting is required, as for example when hunting driven European big game.

Firing quickly and intuitively to hit the target: A sure response is essential when stalking deer or on a European driven hunt. Only an optimized trigger allows the opportunity to be reliably seized. Too high a pull force compromises accuracy. The key risk with a light trigger weight is inadvertent firing; e.g., because of icy fingers that have lost their feeling on a driven hunt during winter.

Krieghoff’s Universal Trigger System offers a hair trigger.

Krieghoff’s hair trigger feature is optional for the rear trigger on guns with double triggers.

The optional automatic hair trigger release makes safe handling even easier. For uncocking the gun move the cockings slide to the rearward position. Through this movement the hair trigger is automatically disengaged.

... finger on the trigger – ready to shoot

Precisely hitting the target over long distances demands a stable rest, a steady pulse and a trigger that releases precisely and with minimum resistance.

Reason enough for the Krieghoff Universal Trigger System to feature a hair trigger.

Krieghoff’s hair trigger feature is optional for the rear trigger on guns with double triggers.

The optional automatic hair trigger release makes safe handling even easier. For uncocking the gun move the cockings slide to the rearward position. Through this movement the hair trigger is automatically disengaged.

Krieghoff’s Universal Trigger System is set to release cleanly and precisely at 1000 – 1500 grams, without the risk of doubling.

... a hunter may choose to set the hair trigger.
For many hunters, the name Krieghoff and the term drilling are synonymous.

The introduction of the Optima drilling in 2002 launched a new era in the manufacture of drillings at Krieghoff. This drilling is a gun for the 21st century and perpetuates the hundred-year-old tradition of Neptun, Trumpf and Waldschütz, which set their own standards in their time.

The Optima transforms groundbreaking innovations in design and manufacturing to impressive advantages in the real world of hunting.
OPTIMA: THE DRILLING FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Stalking deer in the early morning mist or on a tree stand in the evening: the hunt is always sure to deliver unanticipated moments and fleeting opportunities. For generations, the drilling has been the ideal choice to meet the ever changing hunting situations for both experienced and professional hunters. The basic principle that drove the conception of the drilling is as valid as ever: continuing to be the most versatile hunting firearm to get the job done. Progress is apparent in the implementation of the idea.

The name says it all: Optima.

The first design version of the Optima was entirely generated on a 3D-CAD system in 2002. All components have thus been optimized with respect to strength, weight and functionality.

Optima’s sophisticated components are manufactured to the finest tolerances on state-of-the-art five-axis CNC machining centers. An advanced quality management program and precision measuring systems ensure that all parameters remain within tolerance.

This significantly reduces final alignment and adjustment efforts and allows Krieghoff’s gunmakers to focus on what is important: to give each Optima that touch of perfection that no software can match.

Modern materials, such as chrome molybdenum steel for the receiver, permit design solutions that guarantee maximum strength, while still offering ease of handling and lower weight. For instance, accessing the chamber is easier and quicker because the Optima does not require additional locking elements in the breech block.

Krieghoff’s twin hammer action with the time-tested Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device was further improved for the Optima drilling by optimizing the geometry of the lever. The force required to cock the two hammers is noticeably reduced.

This action combines the speed of a self-cocking gun with the safety of manual cocking and makes the Optima a one-of-a-kind drilling.

A variety of different barrel sets, trigger systems, optional equipment. It is the total sum of the many practical use features that makes the Optima unique.

Ideally suited options complement the capabilities of the Optima.

Optima. Ruler of the Shoot.

- Exceptionally smooth Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device
- Optional steel shot proofing
- Choice of TS barrel set or soldered barrels
- Optional insert barrels up to 9,3x74R caliber
- Double rifle drilling also available in big game calibers
The Optima is available for time-tested 12 and 20 shotgun calibers in the classic drilling configuration of two shotgun barrels and one rifle barrel. Although the receiver is available in either steel or Dural, some options require steel. The Dural version is about 300 grams lighter.

The barrel set can be ordered conventionally soldered or as a Thermo TS Stable version.

**Optima 20 Drilling**
- Rifle calibers: 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .308Win, .30-06, .30-30 Blaser, 8x57R, 8x57R, 8x75R, 8x75RS, 9x57R, 9x57RS, 9.3x74R, 9.3x74RS, 9.3x74AM.
- Gauge: 12/70, 12/76 (only with steel receiver) and 20/76, Choke 1/2 - 3/4
- Weight: approx. 3.4 - 3.8 kg

**Optima 12 Drilling**
- Rifle calibers: 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .308Win, .30-06, .30-30 Blaser, 8x57R, 8x57R, 8x75R, 8x75RS, 9x57R, 9x57RS, 9x57AM.
- Gauge: 12/70, 12/76 (only with steel receiver) and 20/76, Choke 1/2 - 3/4
- Weight: approx. 3.6 - 4.0 kg

**Thermo TS Stable**

**AN ADVANCED BARREL SET CONCEPT**

The point of impact of the rifle barrel does not change when it heats up from a succession of shots. Compared to conventionally soldered barrel sets, the 'TS' type is substantially less sensitive to 'climbing'. It is very easy to adjust the point of impact, for example, when inserting or removing an insert barrel.

**Krieghoff KS Insert Barrels:**

**ROCK DRILLING OR DOUBLE RIFLE DRILLING**

The Krieghoff KS insert barrel considerably extends the application range of insert barrels. It is now possible to install an insert barrel with an adjustable muzzle in the 12 and 20 gauge shotgun barrel that extends up to and includes 9.3x74R rifle calibers – a first. Every Optima 20 or 12 with a steel receiver can therefore be easily converted to a double rifle drilling by making only a few changes.
**Optima 20 Double Rifle Drilling**

**Optima 20 ‘Big Five’**

A genuine double rifle drilling: sleek, responsive, accurate. The muzzle adjustment integrated into the sight base makes it easy to adjust the barrels without re-bluing or re-soldering.

Krieghoff’s One-Two Special Trigger is an interesting option, particularly for hunters who configure the Optima exclusively as a double rifle drilling.

- Rifle calibers: 7x57R, 7x65R, .308 Win., .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57RS, 8x70RS, 8x70F, 8x70R.
- Gauge: 20/76, Choke: 1/2
- Weight: approx. 4.0 kg

**Optima 20 Double Rifle Drilling**

Big game calibers up to .500/.416 N.E. expose the Optima’s hidden qualities. This drilling is the perfect gun for ambitious Africa hunters, featuring a ‘Big Five’ stock for perfect balance and quick target acquisition using the open sights.

- Rifle calibers: .375 Flanged, .450/.400 N.E., .500/.416 N.E (3 1⁄4”), .470 N.E.
- Gauge: 20/76, Choke: 1/2
- Weight: approx. 5.3 kg

The distinctive markings on the barrel selector ensure error free operation even when insert barrels are used.

Custom Grade Optima 20 double rifle drilling with see through sight and ‘Façon Exclusive contouring’.

The barrel set of the Optima 20 double rifle drilling with integrated muzzle adjustment.

The barrel set of the Optima 20 ‘Big Five’ double rifle drilling is conventionally soldered.

Optima 20 ‘Big Five’, Custom Grade .375 Fl. Mag./.375 Fl. Mag. caliber and 20/76.

Rifle calibers: 7x57R, 7x65R, .308 Win., .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57RS, 8x70RS, 8x70F, 8x70R.
- Gauge: 20/76, Choke: 1/2
- Weight: approx. 4.0 kg
The standard Optima includes border engraving, recoil pad, right-handed stock with Bavarian cheekpiece, Schuhschule forearm and removable sling swivels. By choosing from a list of options, the Optima can be modified to perfectly suit personal preference for real-world hunting.

A summary of the various barrel sets available for the Optima demonstrates the potential and flexibility of this drilling. The Optima offers the right solution for any hunting environment.

**INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL OPTIONS**

Every Optima can be equipped with interchangeable barrels. A steel action and/or 20 gauge base caliber is required for certain configurations.

**THERMO TS STABLE OR SOLDERED**

There are no restrictions on choice of barrel sets for the Optima 12 and Optima 20 drillings. Hunters are free to choose either the thermally stable ‘TS’ version or the conventionally soldered type. The advantages of the ‘TS’ barrel set is that the point of impact remains stable without ‘climbing’, and it is easy to adjust the impact point of the rifle barrel. The soldered barrel set has a somewhat slimmer contour and appeals to hunters who value tradition. With soldered barrels, the gun also weighs about 300 grams less.

**KRGHEOFF Ks INSERT BARREL**

The full length, adjustable Krieghoff KS barrels expand the capabilities of the Optima. A steel receiver is required for caliber 6.5x57R and up.

**SCOPE MOUNTS**

All Optima drillings are specially designed for easy installation of a pivot bridge mount.

**TRIGGER SYSTEMS**

Aside from the normal double trigger, the Optima can be equipped with optional trigger systems to meet special requirements.

**KRGHEOFF ONE-TWO TRIGGER**

Fair and universal. The front trigger is configured as a single trigger that sequentially fires the under / left barrel, or right / left barrel, depending on the position of the selection lever. The rear trigger always fires the left barrel.

**KRGHEOFF ONE-TWO CUSTOM TRIGGER**

The ideal trigger for the double rifle drilling. The front trigger is configured as a single trigger for both rifle barrels and the rear trigger fires the lower barrel. The selector is not required with this trigger system.

---

**Optima 12 and Optima 20**

**Options and Additional Features**

---

**Thermo TS Stable or Soldered**

There are no restrictions on choice of barrel sets for the Optima 12 and Optima 20 drillings. Hunters are free to choose either the thermally stable ‘TS’ version or the conventionally soldered type. The advantages of the ‘TS’ barrel set is that the point of impact remains stable without ‘climbing’, and it is easy to adjust the impact point of the rifle barrel. The soldered barrel set has a somewhat slimmer contour and appeals to hunters who value tradition. With soldered barrels, the gun also weighs about 300 grams less.

**Interchangeable Barrel Options**

Every Optima can be equipped with interchangeable barrels. A steel action and/or 20 gauge base caliber is required for certain configurations.

---

**Scope Mounts**

All Optima drillings are specially designed for easy installation of a pivot bridge mount.

---

**Trigger Systems**

Aside from the normal double trigger, the Optima can be equipped with optional trigger systems to meet special requirements:

- **Krieghoff One-Two Trigger**
  - Fair and universal. The front trigger is configured as a single trigger that sequentially fires the under / left barrel, or right / left barrel, depending on the position of the selection lever. The rear trigger always fires the left barrel.

- **Krieghoff One-Two Custom Trigger**
  - The ideal trigger for the double rifle drilling. The front trigger is configured as a single trigger for both rifle barrels and the rear trigger fires the lower barrel. The selector is not required with this trigger system.
**Optima 12 and Optima 20**

**Optional Engravings**

**Standard Engraving Patterns**

The Optima can be ordered with optional engraving patterns complemented with matching wood upgrades. Examples of the several standard patterns offered are shown on the opposite page. You may also choose to customize your Optima with elaborate engravings developed especially for you.

- **Small game scene with oak leaves** model engraving
  - Finely detailed game scenes and oak leaf border engraving on both sides. Choice of one animal per side.

- **Large game scene with leaf arabesques**, side plate model
  - Elaborate engraving with three animals and leaf arabesque ornamentation on the long side plate on both sides. Choice of game motifs. The arabesque engraving continues along the top tang and underside of the receiver as well as on the trigger guard.

- **Large game scene with oak leaves**, side plate model
  - Very finely chiseled engraving with three animals and oak leaf ornamentation on both sides. Choice of game motifs. The ornamentation continues on the top and underside of the receiver and the trigger guard.

- **Custom Engravings**
  - One example of the unlimited possibilities: Exquisitely crafted hunting scenes in relief, framed in tasteful gold and finished with fine 'English arabesque' scroll work. Intricate carving on the stock completes the picture.

The series of pictures below depict the fine art of engraving. The hand of the artist makes individual dreams come true.
Passionate hunters want to experience every facet of the hunting adventure. The Ultra 20 is versatile and flexible and is the perfect gun to make these dreams come true. It can be configured as an over-and-under combination rifle/shotgun, two-caliber double rifle combination or over-and-under double rifle – it has the capacity to make any hunting scenario a success. Short, responsive and accurate – with the Ultra 20, the hunter remains responsive and in command of any situation.

With its slim and elegant features, the Ultra 20 is the all-round gun that hunters choose without a second thought, always at hand and never a burden.

With Krieghoff’s versatility concept technology, this over-and-under gun shines in every role.
ULTRA 20: THE NAME IS SYNONYMOUS WITH FLEXIBILITY

A time for enjoyment: A hunter stalking on a late summer afternoon, accompanied by his experienced hunting dog. Together, they form a well-rehearsed team that has experienced many and unexpected ‘Waidmannsheil’. The gun of choice: Ultra 20.

The slim, responsive shape; the weight that does not become a burden on a long stalk; the flexibility of the barrel configuration make this Krieghoff the ideal gun for the hunting ground, no matter what the day.

On this day, the hunter selects his Ultra over-and-under rifle/shotgun combination with KS insert barrel in roedeer caliber and happens across an old doe past her prime and a weakened fawn. Ultra’s twin hammer Krieghoff Combi-Cocking device allows the hunter to fulfill his duty and take care of both animals by firing the large and then small calibers in rapid succession. This unique feature allows for satisfactory results and good game management.

The Universal Trigger System shows its strength, even when shooting freehand.

Every prerequisite is fulfilled, now it’s up to Diana …

Four weeks later, the first of two annual driven hunts will take place on this hunting ground. The Ultra 20’s large game caliber double rifle barrel set is ready for use. Except for the interchangeable barrel set, the Ultra 20 stays the intimate companion featuring the same balance, grip and triggers. A priceless advantage for intuitive, sure shooting.

The KS insert barrel, which can be installed up to the tried and tested large game cartridge caliber of 9.3 x74R, is another option to convert the Ultra 20 into a double rifle or ‘Bergstutzen’.

For those who so desire, the Ultra 20’s shotgun barrel is also available for driven hunts. Sighted in with slugs, the hunter is ready for every situation with shot or slugs in addition to the rifle barrel.

The Ultra features the following:
- Full flexibility thanks to a twin hammer Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device
- Optional steel shot proofing
- Choice of TS barrel set or soldered barrels
- Optional insert barrels for big game calibers
- Single trigger for double rifle

Four weeks later, the first of two annual driven hunts will take place on this hunting ground. The Ultra 20’s large game caliber double rifle barrel set is ready for use. Except for the interchangeable barrel set, the Ultra 20 stays the intimate companion featuring the same balance, grip and triggers. A priceless advantage for intuitive, sure shooting.

For those who so desire, the Ultra 20’s shotgun barrel is also available for driven hunts. Sighted in with slugs, the hunter is ready for every situation with shot or slugs in addition to the rifle barrel.

The Ultra features the following:
- Full flexibility thanks to a twin hammer Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device
- Optional steel shot proofing
- Choice of TS barrel set or soldered barrels
- Optional insert barrels for big game calibers
- Single trigger for double rifle

Ultrasound TS over-and-under combination rifle/shotgun, S version with side plates.
Full coverage custom engraving featuring an Art Deco motif, including floral arabesque and deeply chiseled accents. Best grade wood, exquisitely finished featuring fine stock carving and checkering complemented by pistol grip cap and forend tips in exotic wood.
Ultra 20
O/U Combination rifle/shotgun, Two-Caliber rifle/rifle combination ‘Bergstutzen’, O/U Double rifle

Ultra 20 Over-and-Under Combination Rifle/Shotgun
The most frequently used combination for everyday hunting: The Ultra 20 demonstrates just how much flexibility and adaptability can be expected from a modern over-and-under gun. The over-and-under combination rifle/shotgun is the basic gun for expansion using the Krieghoff KS insert barrel, making it a two-caliber rifle/rifle combination or an over-and-under double rifle. Krieghoff’s twin hammer action with Krieghoff Combi-Cocking device is the key to maximizing the versatility of the Ultra 20, because only a quick second shot enables the double rifle to be fully effective. A wide range of technical options enable the creation of a slim and responsive beauty made of steel and select wood.

- Rifle calibers: 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .308Win, .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57R, 8x75R, 9.3x74R.
- Gauge: 20/76
- Weight: 2.7 - 3.4 kg

Ultra 20 Two-Caliber Rifle/Rifle Combination ‘Bergstutzen’
The ‘mixed double’ with small and large caliber for passionate rifle specialists.

- Caliber for bottom barrel: .22 Hn, .222 Rem, .243 Win, 5.6x50R Mag, 5.5x52R, 5.6x50R. 5x57R, 6.5x65R.
- Caliber for top barrel: 7x57R, 7x65R, 6.5x52R, .308Win, .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57R, 8x75R, 9.3x74R.
- Weight: approx. 3.1 - 3.8 kg

Ultra 20 Over-and-Under Double Rifle
The classic configuration for woodland deer, driven hunts or the stalk abroad.

- Caliber: 7x57R, 7x65R, .308Win, .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57R, 8x75R, 9.3x74R.
- Weight: 3.2 - 3.9 kg
Ultra 20
Technology with options

The standard Ultra 20 comes with border engraving, recoil pad, right-handed stock with Bavarian cheekpiece, schnabel-style forearm and removable sling swivels. The Ultra 20 can be modified to perfectly suit personal preference by choosing from a long list of additions and options.

**Barrel sets for Ultra 20**
Conventionally soldered or ‘Thermo TS Stable’ barrel sets are available for all versions of the Ultra 20. The soldered barrels have an especially sleek contour and weigh about 300 grams less. The soldered two-caliber rifle/rifle combination ‘Bergstutzen’ and double-rifle barrel sets are equipped with a muzzle wedge adjustment for easy regulation. With the thermally stable Ultra 20 TS barrel set, torque caused by barrel heat up is no longer an issue. No climbing occurs and the point of impact remains constant even after several shots. Another advantage over soldered barrels is ease of regulating the barrels when changing ammunition or if the point of impact of the rifle caliber in relation to the rifle slug must be adjusted. Those who want to augment their Ultra 20 with interchangeable barrels have access to every available configuration of soldered and ‘TS’ versions.

The adjustable muzzle wedge for the soldered double rifle and two-caliber rifle/rifle combination ‘Bergstutzen’ barrel sets.

### Krieghoff KS insert barrel
- Caliber: .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., 5.6x50R Mag., 5.6x52R, 7x57R, 7x68S, .308Win., .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x78RS, 8x75RS, 9.3x74R. Only suitable for guns with steel receiver for caliber 7x57R and larger. The full-length Krieghoff KS insert barrel is easy to adjust in its inserted position.

The point of impact remains the same after removal and reinsertion.

Another design strength of Krieghoff KS insert barrels is the separate, full performance extractor, which simply replaces the standard extractor. This makes handling easy, quick and safe.

### Scope mounts
- Pivot mount

For fast shooting on a driven hunt: Krieghoff’s see through sight with open front sight and integrated light elements.

### Options for Ultra 20 o/u combination rifle/ shotgun, two-caliber rifle/ rifle combination ‘Bergstutzen’, double rifle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Optional</th>
<th>Unavailable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwarf receiver</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel receiver</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair trigger release</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Two trigger</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible receiver</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detachable magazine</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear trigger with hair trigger</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock magazine</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Thermo TS Stable barrel set
- ‘TS’ barrel set
- False side rib for ‘TS’ barrel set
- Soldered barrel set
- Removable sling swivels
- 55 cm barrel length
- 60 cm barrel length
- Krieghoff KS insert barrel
- Steel shot proofing
- Open front sight and integrated light elements
- ‘Bergstutzen’ interchangeable barrel
- Double rifle interchangeable barrel
- Stock magazine

- Only with steel receiver only
- 7x57R caliber and up only with steel receiver

The universal barrel set options for the Ultra 2: Two-caliber rifle/rifle combination ‘Bergstutzen’ and over-and-under combination rifle/shotgun, with or without Krieghoff KS insert barrel.
Ultra 20

Optional Engravings

Standard Engraving Patterns

The entire spectrum of Krieghoff options is also available for the Ultra 20. The examples shown here underline the harmonious overall statement made by the engravings and the matching high-quality grade of wood used for the stock.

'Small arabesque' engraving
Hand-engraved arabesque motif on both sides.

'Small game scene with oak leaves' engraving
Finely detailed game scene and oak leaf border engraving on both sides. Choice of one animal per side. The oak leaf engraving continues on the top tang and underside of the receiver.

'Large game scene with oak leaves' engraving
Elaborate engraving with two animals and oak leaf ornamentation on each side. Choice of animal motifs. The ornamentation continues along the top tang and underside of the receiver and on the trigger guard.

'Full oak leaves' engraving
Luxurious, completely covering ornamentation with deep-chiseled oak leaves. The top tang and underside of the receiver, trigger guard and top lever are also elaborately engraved.

Custom Engravings

There are no limits to the imagination when it comes to customizing an Ultra 20. The engravers and stockmakers at Krieghoff convert dreams – large and small – to reality.

The photos show a fine Ultra 20 TS over and under combination rifle/shotgun with side plates, 'Façon Exclusive contouring' and nitrite receiver finish. The animal engraving in relief is framed by 'English arabesques'. Gold inlays grace the breech end of the barrel. The hand-crafted stock with fine checkering is framed in 'English arabesques'. The elaborate artwork extends to small features such as the pistol grip cap, cocking slide and forearm catch.
The ‘Classic’
There can be only one

The rush of adrenaline. Instants when the joyful experience is burned into memory. The Classic double rifle has everything needed to make these moments unique. Its advanced technical features give an entirely new meaning to the legendary double rifle. In the field, its speed, precision and reliability make it shine. Its classic fine lines draw attention wherever it appears. Connoisseurs sense that there are things beyond pure functionality and practicality. In fact, carrying a gun of such caliber is something special.
Fluctuating opportunities, decisions and shots that are taken in the blink of an eye. The European driven hunt for large game is the classic domain for fine double rifles. The concept of ‘two guns in one’ has been an ongoing challenge for the world’s best gun makers since the 18th century.

The Krieghoff Classic demonstrates what can be expected of a modern double rifle.

Underneath the aristocratic, fine lines of this gun lurks the action technology of the modern Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device and Universal Trigger System.

The action is based on the practical knowledge gleaned from centuries of experience.

The small opening angle is part of the concept to maximize speed.

The broad underlugs and self-adjusting locking bolt guarantee lasting, precise and secure locking. A special feature of the Classic’s lock up is a modified Purdey-style extension, which is an additional locking element that absorbs lateral bending forces when shooting. The Classic’s shallow opening angle allows for quick and easy reloading. There are no locking elements to interfere with quick reloading. Virtually horizontal firing pins ensure fast lock time and reliable firing.

The optional single trigger may provide an additional speed advantage and allows full concentration on the target. Krieghoff’s single trigger is purely mechanical and therefore works reliably even in the event of misfires.

Of course, doubles can be more than just double rifles. At the urging of many hunters with a soft spot for traditional firearms, we also offer a combination rifle/shotgun and double shotgun barrel configuration for the Classic.

The Classic’s sleek and responsive barrel set is perfectly balanced for quick, instinctive shooting.

The muzzle wedge adjustment integrated into the sight base makes it easy to fine-tune the impact point of the barrels with respect to one another, making it possible to change ammunition or replace the scope without re-bluing or re-soldering.
CLASSIC DOUBLE RIFLE, COMBINATION RIFLE/SHOTGUN, DOUBLE SHOTGUN

Standard features: Steel receiver, border engraving, stock with Bavarian cheekpiece and recoil stock pad, Schnabel-style forearm, removable sling swivel.

CLASSIC DOUBLE RIFLE
The favorite version of the Classic. The successful continuation of the history of legendary double rifles.

- Caliber: 7x57R, 7x65R, .308 Win., .30-06, .30-30 Blaser, 8x74R, 8x74RS, 9.3x74R
- Weight: approx. 3.3 - 3.7 kg (depends on caliber)

CLASSIC COMBINATION RIFLE/SHOTGUN
The Classic combination for the hunter who pursues both large and small game. Its traditional side by side appearance with its machined offset rib makes it an extraordinary firearm for the hunting gun connoisseur.

- Rifle calibers: up on request
- Shotgun caliber: 20/76
- Weight: approx. 3.3 - 3.4 kg (depends on caliber)

CLASSIC DOUBLE SHOTGUN
The interchangeable double shotgun barrel provides additional ways to carry the Classic. The excellent balance and familiar handling of the gun ensure hunting success.

- Shotgun caliber: 20/76
- Barrel length: 71 cm
- Weight: approx. 2.9 - 3.1 kg

A feast for the eyes: Classic double shotgun with unparalleled engraving. A combination of the finest detailed small game scenes in the Bulino style with meticulously detailed small arabesques frame the bouquet.
Its remarkable appearance alone is an indication of its uniqueness. The big game version of the Classic has all the attributes of the legendary safari rifles from the golden era of the African hunt. The many detailed features that make this the perfect gun for hunting dangerous game were developed in consultation with experienced professional hunters and safari experts. The classic ‘Big Five’ is to this day the only big game rifle with the Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device. It has established an outstanding reputation among Africa’s professional hunters in the brief span of time since it was introduced.
The African adventure, the hunt for the ‘Big Five’ is forever linked with the flair of the classic double rifle. The gun has a reputation for providing life insurance on the hunt for dangerous game, since its two actions operate completely independently. The ‘Classic ‘Big Five’’ spreads the news of this trustworthiness thanks to its unique technical features. An extensive field study in southern Africa provided the exacting specifications for this grand gun. Famous professional hunters, safari specialists and our dealers shared their wealth of experience during our development of the rifle.

The culmination was a series of well-thought-through detailed technical features that make the ‘Classic ‘Big Five’’ perfect for the unique conditions of the hunt for dangerous big game.

The Big Five triggers do not include a hair trigger. The hinged front trigger gives way when the trigger finger hits it as a result of recoil, minimizing the risk of injury. The special shape of the stock of the Classic ‘Big Five’ balances the particular caliber used to provide perfect balance.

Optimum handling is a vital requirement when instinctively shooting in a dangerous situation, such as when a wild animal is charging. Among other things, the shape of the barrel and a weight in the butt stock of the Classic ‘Big Five’ counterbalances the particular caliber used to provide perfect balance.

The benefits of Krieghoff’s action design are particularly important for the most dangerous of all hunts: Maximum safety, even on the most strenuous stalks through the bush: the classic is carried uncocked and is thereby perfectly safe. The Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device provides the ability to shoot just as quickly as with conventional actions.

When I have been using the Classic for 2 months I have fall in love with it! The balance when you are shooting of hand is perfect, even when you think that the shoot isn’t perfect because you think you been moving when you pull the trigger, but when you see that the bullet has been taking where you were aiming you get confident with it. The triggers are also a part of this, normally I think thats the weakest point on the other double rifles. And since it’s so short and handy it’s absolutely wonderful to carry. So I must say that I fell very confident with it. On the picture is a nice 12 foot croc from Zimbabwe that I shot between the eyes on 75m which says everything about the accuracy.’

Stefan Bengtsson, PH

The ‘Big Five’, Express sights, side plates, custom engraving with large game scenes and completely covering ‘arabesques with chiseled ground’ ornamentation.

These superb features are the main reason for the outstanding success of this great rifle. Not only with hunters infected with the ‘african virus’, but particularly also many famous professional hunters.

The .500/.416 rimmed cartridge closes the gap in the ‘medium big bore’ range. Krieghoff played a major role in its development.

The characteristics of this cartridge have already earned it the highest respect internationally: outstanding ballistics coefficient resulting in excellent penetration, extended trajectory, which suggests the use of a suitable scope, and pleasing recoil behavior.

A double rifle requires rimmed cartridges to ensure safe, reliable extraction of the spent cartridge under all conditions. A rimmed cartridge is a given for classic big bore calibers.

The .500/.416 rimmed cartridge closes the gap in the ‘medium big bore’ range. Krieghoff played a major role in its development.

The ‘Classic ‘Big Five’’ is the perfect combination of gun and caliber.

The ‘Classic ‘Big Five’’ is the perfect combination of gun and caliber.
ClassiC ‘big five’

ClassiC ‘big Five’ double rifle

This professional rifle exudes the experience of big game hunting. Despite its specialized design, flexibility is not compromised. Whether equipped with a plains game caliber interchangeable barrel or shot-gun barrel for wing shooting, it has everything needed on the hunt for all types of game on a ‘mixed-bag safari’.

The standard model includes: Steel receiver, border engraving, hinged front trigger without hair trigger, steel trigger plate and screw-in cylinder for balance optimization, open sights with V-shaped rear sight and pearl front sight. ‘Big Five’ stock with straight comb and rubber gunstock pad, removable sling swivels.

• Caliber: .375 Flanged Mag. N.Y., .375 H&H Mag., .500/.416 N.E. (3” & 4”), .470 N.Y., .500 N.Y. (3”)

• Weight: approx. 4.2 - 4.8 kg (depends on caliber)

The stylish .375 caliber barrel sets and the standard caliber Classic models have a threaded muzzle wedge with integrated front sight, enabling adjustment of the point of impact without soldering or bluing. The larger calibers have soldered barrel sets.

We recommend the ‘nickel plated’ finish for hunters who spend a lot of time in tropical climates.

ClassiC ‘Big Five’ double rifle, .375 Flanged Magnum N.E. caliber, ‘Imperial’ model with Express sights, extended steel trigger guard, extended top tang, steel pistol grip cap, gold-plated triggers, custom engraving with the name ‘Krieghoff’ inscribed in gold inlay.

ClassiC ‘Big Five’ double rifle, .470 N.E. caliber, ‘Big Game’ model.

ClassiC ‘Big Five’ double rifle, .500 N.E. caliber, Express sights, gold-plated triggers, blued action, upgraded wood for the stock.

ClassiC ‘Big Five’ double rifle, .500 N.E. caliber. Express sights, gold-plated triggers, blued action, upgraded wood for the stock.
CLASSIC, CLASSIC ‘BIG FIVE’
OPTIONS AND ADDITIONAL FEATURES

BARREL SETS FOR THE CLASSIC
Krieghoff’s ‘double’ concept offers maximum flexibility. Every barrel configuration can be inserted in every Classic: double shotgun, combination rifle/shotgun, big game double rifle or double rifle.

EXPRESS SIGHTS
The standard sight for the Classic ‘Big Five’ is a wide V-shaped rear sight (with a white vertical insert) and front pearl sight. A ‘Super Express’ folding sight with standard sight and two folding rear blades is also available as an option. This type of sight is not only a stylistically appropriate detail for a safari rifle, but also has practical advantages when shooting over the notch and head.

KRIEGHOFF SEE THROUGH SIGHT
Fast aiming and reliable shot placement: The special V-shaped sight with see-through sides offers an unobstructed view of the target. Even under difficult lighting conditions, the distinct light gathering element delivers an image that is rich in contrast.

CLASSIC WITH EJECTORS
The Classic is available with selectable ejectors. Providing the hunter the option to eject their spent brass or extract depending on the situation at hand.

The function of ejecting or extracting is selected with the trusted Krieghoff Combi-Cocking device. Providing for safe operation at all times.

SCOPE MOUNTS
The Classic is preconfigured for installation of a pivot bridge mount. Krieghoff mounts are absolutely rugged and reliable and are distinguished by their low profile. Even with frequent removal and replacement, the point of impact does not change. The pivot bridge mount also permits several different scopes to be used for the same gun without any problems. Users have a choice of mounting scopes with either rails or rings.

BREAKO RECOIL REDUCER
Large calibers are of course also noted for their greater recoil. The weight of the Classic and Classic ‘Big Five’ guns is always matched to the respective caliber. The BreakO recoil reducer noticeably reduces recoil and can also be retrofitted.

| OPTIONAL FEATURES FOR CLASSIC DOUBLE RIFLE, ‘BIG FIVE’ DOUBLE RIFLE, COMBINATION RIFLE/SHOTGUN, DOUBLE SHOTGUN |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| Twin hammer Combi-Cocking Device | Universal Trigger system | 55 cm barrel length | 60 cm barrel length | Double rifle interchangeable barrel | Double shotgun interchangeable barrel |
| Double trigger | Hair trigger release | Combi rifle/shotgun interchangeable barrel | Double shotgun interchangeable barrel |
| Single trigger | Rear trigger with hair trigger | BreakO recoil reducer*** | Stock magazine |
| Muzzle adjustment | Krieghoff see through sight | ‘S’ version with long side plates | Interchangeable thin wall choke tubes |
| Super Express sights | Classic Ejectors | Ready to accept pivot bridge mount | |

= Standard  ○= Optional  □= Unavailable
* = up to .375” caliber  **= only for 71 cm barrel length  ***= not in combination with stock magazine
CLASSIC, CLASSIC ‘BIG FIVE’

Noblesse engravings

Standard engravings
The engravings for the different versions of the Classic are tastefully matched to the slim receiver of this fine rifle and combined with appropriate wood grades for the stock.

'Small arabesque' engraving
Hand-engraved arabesque motif on both sides.

'Small game scene' engraving
Finely detailed animal engraving and sharply chiseled border engraving with leaf arabesques on each side. Choice of animal motifs. The ornamentation continues on the top tang and underside of the receiver.

Custom engraving: ‘fine English with medallions and roses’
Version with side plates and intricately crafted ornamental engraving with medallions and rose bouquets. The full-coverage engraving featuring fine ‘English arabesques’ also encompasses the top tang and underside of the receiver and the trigger guard.

Custom engravings
An engraving as fascinating as Africa: live wild game scenes representing the ‘Big Five’, framed by arabesques with raised ground. Expertly detailed without being exaggerated.
Light, short and wonderfully responsive. Both kings and poachers appreciated the benefits of a single shot rifle. The Krieghoff Hubertus’ modern action technology and aesthetic lines give this traditional type of gun a new, sophisticated profile. Possibly, it is the restriction to a single shot that entices the gunsmith to create every detail with utmost care. The Krieghoff Hubertus is an invitation to turning personal dreams into reality and experiencing the joy of the extraordinary using exotic woods and the finest engravings.
Hubertus: The Joy of Simplicity

There is a Bavarian hunting song about the joy of stalking in the mountains. Loosely translated, it goes something like this: ‘The chamois are black and brown and so beautiful to behold. To hunt one, you need the courage to climb the mountains’. The advantages of a light, short and responsive rifle in challenging high mountain terrain are obvious. More and more hunters in other regions are also discovering the single shot rifle. They are even occasionally used in Africa. So it is not only functionality that sets apart the magic of a Krieghoff Hubertus.

The self-discipline required by the hunter is surely a contributing factor. Forgoing the availability of high firepower demonstrates how seriously the hunter regards the undertaking. The first and only shot is what brings down the game and wins the prized trophy.

Those who are demanding of themselves also expect a lot from the gun they use to hunt. Customizing objects that one relies on is an almost archaic custom that continues to this day. This is the motivation behind personalizing the unassuming simplicity and elegance of a single shot rifle and choosing and configuring each detail with the greatest care.

The possibilities for personalizing the appearance of a Krieghoff Hubertus extend far beyond the elaborately ornamented ‘Façon Exclusive contouring’ receiver, where the components such as breech end of the barrel, front sight and trigger guard form part of a single engraving. The sophisticated shape of the stock and the sleek Schnabel-style forearm perfectly set off the grain of the select wood. An octagonal barrel gives the stalking rifle a racy appearance. Details such as a cartridge trap complete this stylishness.

The technical features of the Krieghoff Hubertus trump all else. The advantages of Krieghoff’s versatility concept also count in the single shot arena.

Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device for safe, relaxed carrying on a stalk, Universal Trigger system for fast, instinctive shooting or steady long-range shooting over great distances.

Precision barrels for the sure shot a hunter deserves. A solid and long-lasting breech made of lightweight Dural or extremely high strength steel for Magnum calibers.
**Krieghoff Hubertus**

**Krieghoff Hubertus Single Shot Rifle**

The ‘single shot’ by Krieghoff.

Standard features include: border engraving, stock with Bavarian cheekpiece and recoil pad, Schnabel-style forearm, removable sling swivels.

**Standard Caliber**

Receiver made from Dural or steel, round barrel

- .222 Rem., .22–250 Rem., 5.6x50R Mag., 5.6x52R, 6.7x78R, 243 Win.,
  6x58 Frères, .270 Win., 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R,
  308 Win., .30–06, .308 Blaser, 8x57JRS, 8x75R, 9.3x74R

- Weight: approx. 2.5 - 3.2 kg

**Magnum Caliber**

Steel receiver

- 7 mm Rem. Mag., .300 Win. Mag.
- Weight: approx. 2.9 - 3.2 kg

**Single Shot Rifle with Octagonal Barrel**

- 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .308 Win., .30–06, .308 Blaser

- Weight: approx. 2.6 - 3.3 kg

**Break Open Shotgun**

- Caliber 28/70
- Barrel length: 71 cm
**Technical Features and Options**

A Krieghoff Hubertus can be personalized to perfectly suit individual requirements by selecting from a variety of optional features. Of course, on this gun, the creative options generate the greatest interest.

**Action**
The Krieghoff Hubertus action has two broad underlags to lock the robust break open with strong sides. This high-strength lock makes it possible to use lightweight Dural as the material for the receiver. The optional steel receiver is available for Magnum calibers or for those who want a heavier gun.

**Barrels**
- **Barrel lengths**
  Hunters are free to choose 55 cm or 60 cm as their Krieghoff Hubertus barrel length. The responsiveness of the short barrel is perfect. We strongly recommend hunters choose .222 Rem, 5.6x52R, 7x57R, 8x57RIS, 9.3 x74R calibers for this barrel length as they complement short barrels particularly well.

**Octagonal barrel**
The octagonal barrel gives the Krieghoff Hubertus a very traditional appearance. This barrel shape is available in selected standard calibers with a length of 55 cm or 60 cm.

**Stock magazine**
This option is one of the favorites for single shot rifles. It features a hinged cover with matching engraving and is more than just a genuine showpiece. Spare cartridges are kept close at hand.

**Scope mounts**
The Krieghoff Hubertus express-style rib is silver soldered, providing a reliable and solid base for the mount. Krieghoff mounts are absolutely rugged and reliable and are distinguished by their low profile. Even with frequent removal and replacement, the point of impact does not change. The bridge pivot mount also permits several different scopes to be used for the same gun without any problems. Users have a choice of mounting scopes with either rails or rings.

---

**Optional Features for Krieghoff Hubertus Single Shot Rifle**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Optional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single lock Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Trigger system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair trigger release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel receiver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dural receiver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnum caliber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* version with side plates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready to accept pivot bridge mount</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- = Standard    ○ = Optional    □ = Unavailable  *=for steel receiver only    **= not for all calibers available
Krieghoff Hubertus
Engraving Masterpieces

Standard Engravings
The engraving options for the Krieghoff Hubertus are designed to match the special shape of the receiver and the hunting environments for a single shot rifle.

'Small game scene' engraving
Choice of one hand engraved animal on each side. Leaf arabesque on both the top and underside of the receiver.

Custom Engravings
The graceful receiver of the single shot rifle appears to especially inspire engravers, as the examples show.

Bulino style engraving with deep chiseled border engraving
The mountain scene with chamois in finest Bulino style is extremely lifelike. The ornament in deep relief with rambling Art Deco leaves and chiseled ground contrasts and underscores the fine artwork.

Custom engraving on long side plates
Medallion with flat chiseled hunting scene and chiseled ground. Framed in bold arabesque engraving. Breech end of barrel accented by fine, gold inlaid lines.

'Façon Exclusive contouring' with 'English arabesques'
Receiver with ‘Façon Exclusive contouring’ and nitride surface finish. The engraving features bouquets of roses bordered with fine ‘English arabesques’. The underside of the receiver, forearm catch and trigger guard are also appropriately engraved.

Custom engraving on long side plates
Medallion with flat chiseled hunting scene and chiseled ground. Framed in bold arabesque engraving. Breech end of barrel accented by fine, gold inlaid lines.

An excellent composition is shown in this custom Krieghoff Hubertus single shot rifle. The truly masterful engraving shows medallions with hunting scenes in Bulino style that highlight the talent of the artist. The chiseled oak leaf ornamentation covers the surfaces of the receiver and all small components. The inscriptions on the underside have intricate gold threads. The top lever is finely pierced.
A product that has dominated its market for over a hundred years must have very special qualities. It’s true that even today, the Trumpf drilling is an excellent, proven firearm that can be used in the field without limitations, but contemporary connoisseurs primarily appreciate it for other reasons. The manual production of these guns is a testament to the craftsmanship of the classic art of gunmaking, which has today become a rarity. The entire repertoire of this ancient craftsmanship is demonstrated here: from the border decoration on the barrels to the perfect stock and the meticulous engravings.

The guns created in this manner fill connoisseurs with enthusiasm and reflect a knowledge that has become a rarity in the history of gunmaking for hunters.
For almost 100 years now the Krieghoff Trumpf three-lock drilling has been the epitome of traditional gunsmithing craft with a fascinating aesthetic appeal. Once you have had a Trumpf in your hand, you are not going to let it go. After all, generations of hunters have been enthused by our ‘Blitz Lock’ drilling with separate manual cocking device for the rifle barrel.

Those who value the traditional hunt will cherish the individuality that only comes from a Trumpf. As one of only a few traditional gun manufacturers we have managed to preserve the knowledge and longstanding tradition of gun manufacturing by passing it down through generations, only to the best of the best. Any Trumpf three-lock drilling that you acquire is a masterpiece in itself shaped by the love, dedication and passion of generations.

Quality selected materials, exceptional manufacturing processes and exhaustive testing enable us to achieve an exceptional degree of technical sophistication. This is clearly demonstrated by excluding the Greener-style cross bolt, which makes Trumpf loading and unloading far far easier. Due to the Krieghoff Universal-Trigger-System which includes a set trigger option, the trigger pulls of the Trumpf are considerably lighter than those of comparable other hunting guns.

Due to the high standards that we subject ourselves to, the Trumpf will always accompany you as the safe and reliable hunting partner that you can expect and will certainly provide you with a score of fascinating hunting experiences.
The Trumpf drilling is one of the few true three lock drillings still built today. The shotgun barrels are equipped with Blitz locks and the separate rifle cocking mechanism is a Krieghoff Combi-Cocking Device. The two Blitz locks have pins that provide a visible and tactile indication of whether the gun is cocked or not.

**TRUMPF DOUBLE RIFLE DRILLING**
- Rifle caliber: 7x57R, 7x65R, .308 Win., .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57IRS, 8x75RS, 9.3x74R
- Gauge: 20/76, Choke 1/2
- Weight: approx. 3.9 kg

**TRUMPF DRILLING**
- Rifle caliber: 6.5x57R, 6.5x55R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .308Win., .30-06, .30R Blaser, 8x57IRS, 8x75RS, 9.3x74R
- Gauge: : 12/70, 12/76 (only with steel receiver), 20/76
  Choke 1/2 - 3/4
- Weight: approx. 3.1 - 3.7 kg

Trumpf Drilling, 20 gauge
Trumpf double rifle drilling with standard engraving
Trumpf Drilling, 12 gauge, 'Small arabesque' engraving option
Trumpf Drilling with side plates, 'Large game scene with oak leaves' engraving, special stock, 'Exclusive Façon'
**TRUMPF**

**OPTIONS AND ENGRAVINGS**

**Single trigger**
Trumpf drillings and double rifle drillings can be equipped with a single trigger including a set trigger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optional Features for Trumpf Drilling and Double Rifle Drilling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dural aluminium receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blitz locks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/70 gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/76 gauge (only available with steel receiver)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel shot proofing (Fleurs de Lys), except 12 gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single trigger with set trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready to accept pivot bridge mount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- = Standard
- = Optional
m = Unavailable

**Standard Engravings**
Trumpf offers a unique opportunity for individual configuration. The standard package of optional features already offers attractive engravings that appropriately showcase these high-class firearms.

**Engraving ‘Small arabesque’**
Hand engraved arabesque motif with partially chiseled ground on both sides. The top tang and underside are also painstakingly engraved.

**Engraving ‘Large game scene with oak leaves’**
Finely detailed game scene and deeply engraved oak leaf ornamentation on each side. Choice of animal motifs. The oak-leaf ornamentation continues all around the top and underside of the receiver.
We are here to be of service

- Expert technical advice and creative suggestions.
- Adaptation to personal requirements: custom-tailored stocks.
- Accurate sighting-in using your scope and your ammunition.
- Professional mounting of scopes on all popular mounting systems.

Information and advisory services
Your first point of contact for advice and help on Krieghoff guns is our specialist dealers and your favorite gunsmith. In addition, Krieghoff employees offer you first-hand information at trade fairs, exhibitions and other events. Complete information about our products, operating manuals, news and event calendars are available around-the-clock at our Web site www.krieghoff.de

Of course, our customer service representatives can also be reached by telephone at +49-731-401 82-0, or via e-mail at info@krieghoff.de

Personalized options
Custom engraving and other special details, such as the selection of a special wood for the stock, are often best discussed face-to-face.

Tailored stock dimensions
For a custom stock, a personal fitting is essential. Our experienced stock makers make your stock fit perfectly, so that you too can appreciate Ludwig Krieghoff’s old saying: ‘you shoot with the barrel, you hit with the stock’.

Scope mounts and sighting-in
Our service offering includes mounting scopes and sighting-in — two elements that are of key importance to the shooting performance of a hunting gun. Stock, barrel, mount, ammunition: all of these components not only directly influence shooting performance, but they also interact with one another. This is why we strongly recommend that everything related to these aspects be done directly at our factory in Ulm. Trust in our considerable experience with multi-barrel break-action guns.

Sighting-in with rifled slugs
For the ‘sighting-in with rifled slugs’ option, it is important when placing a new order to define whether the sighting-in is to be done with or without a scope. The mounted scope changes the weight of the barrel set and thereby affects the point of impact. Even changing from a small driven hunt scope to a heavy high-power scope can result in the need for adjustment. For a conventionally soldered barrel set, this decision should therefore be made before the barrel set has been soldered.

Perfect alignment of rifled slugs and rifled barrel. Not a problem if all requirements have been clarified!

Technical changes, steel shot proofing
Our factory can reliably and accurately make technical changes to your Krieghoff, assemble interchangeable barrels or fit insert barrels. Of particular interest currently is steel shot proofing for shotgun barrels. If necessary, we can install interchangeable choke tubes. Of course, whenever it is specified, we also arrange the proof house test for your gun.

Here we have summarized only a few of the most frequently requested services. If you have any other questions about what we have to offer, please do not hesitate to contact us.

We maintain a large inventory of stock blanks, varying in grade and wood figures. Each piece is unique – because in nature there are no clones! Those who choose the custom stock option experience greater pleasure in the finished product.

If you will find much more than simply pure product information on the Internet at www.krieghoff.de – we look forward to your visit.

Visit us on the Web at www.krieghoff.de. The site features our Web shop and lots of other information about our hunting and sporting gun collection ...
Publication details

We thank everyone who has helped to create this catalog.

We continuously work to enhance our hunting guns. We therefore ask for your understanding when we advise that features and technical aspects may not be exactly as those shown in this catalog. Guns may only be purchased by those in possession of a valid firearm permit.
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